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Abstract
How do illiberal populist parties reach and maintain power? How durable is their support? The repeated re-elections
of populist governments in Poland and in Hungary seems to defy the pattern of anti-incumbent voting in postcommunist polities. Yet as we show, populists also lose votes in and out of government, and they are punished for
their programmatic ambiguity. In contrast to other post-communist parties, populists benefit from unemployment
in the opposition and economic growth while in government, and are not punished for their programmatic inconsistency. We examine these propositions using data from the Chapel Hill Expert Survey as well as new datasets on
populist and authoritarian successor parties.
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Introduction

The rise of illiberal populism, and the concomitant erosion of democracy, pose critical questions for scholars of electoral competition. If illiberal populists have gained increasing popularity on the strength of
their critique of the political establishment, how robust is their support relative to other parties? When
and how do voters punish these parties electorally? Just as importantly for the future of democracy, why
are these parties punished, and does their performance in office matter?
We answer these questions by examining the illiberal populist1 parties in post-communist Europe,
where they have been especially popular. We find that voters do punish the populists2 almost as heavily
as other incumbents–and that these parties can ward off electoral punishment by with improved economic performance and clearer (if not consistent) programs. Voters appear to reward these parties for
clear commitments to traditional values, nationalism, and law and order.
Populist parties and movements are highly salient across Europe (EUROPE & Mudde 2007, Kriesi
2010, Vachudova 2021). These parties sometimes promote xenophobia, violence, and anti-democratic
sentiments, prompting new worries about the future of liberal democracy and democratic backsliding
(Applebaum 2020, Grzymala-Busse, Kuo, Fukuyama & McFaul 2020). Even as they govern in these very
controversial ways, the vote for these “insurgent” or “challenger” parties has increased over time, while
support for mainstream centrist parties has declined (Guiso, Herrera, Morelli & Sonno 2019, Kitschelt
2018, Hooghe & Marks 2018). Illiberal parties break through into party competition (Hanley & Sikk
2016), and existing conservative parties transform themselves into illiberal populists, as happened in
Hungary with the ruling Fidesz party.
In post-communist Europe, illiberal populist parties have ridden a new wave of electoral support
to govern either solely or as senior coalition partners. Prominent examples here include Poland and
Hungary, where the populist PiS and Fidesz governments have in been in power since 2015 and 2010
, respectively. They have been held responsible for dismantling institutions of liberal democracy such
as independent judiciaries, free media, and autonomous civil society in the name of national interest
and eliminating the corruption and communist legacies of previous governments (Grzymala-Busse 2017,
Nalepa 2020). These countries are already seen as more vulnerable democracies, since parties are more
volatile and voters less experienced, and the institutions of electoral democracy are younger and possibly
less robust than in the more established developed democracies of Europe or Asia.
What explains the growth of populist parties? The failure of mainstream parties has opened up new
opportunities for these challengers. In Europe, voters punish mainstream parties by voting for challenger
1 Or

simply populist: there are no populist parties committed to liberal democratic rules in post-communist countries
code populist parties by their ideology, following Mudde (2004), who defines populism as “an ideology that considers society to be
ultimately separated into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ versus ‘the corrupt elite’, and which argues that politics
should be an expression of the volonte generale (general will) of the people” (Mudde 2004, p.543)
2 We
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parties on the basis of policy (Hobolt & Tilley 2016, De Vries & Hobolt 2012, Van der Brug, Fennema
& Tillie 2000). Specifically, mainstream voters who disagree with the centrist parties on immigration
and European integration flock to the right, while voters who disagree on austerity move to left challenger parties (Hobolt & Tilley 2016). In post-communist countries, this mainstream decline was compounded by a consensus among mainstream elites on the necessity of reform that left voters with few
options(Grzymała-Busse & Innes 2003). Moreover, these countries exhibit a strong anti-incumbent bias,
punishing governing parties at unusually high rates. (Pop-Eleches 2010)
The space was open for new challenger parties. In post-communist countries, many of these new
insurgents are the populist parties. They benefit electorally by criticizing the incumbent political and
economic elites as corrupt and unresponsive and claim to represent “the people,” rather than specific
interest groups or sectors. Populist parties thus supplanted traditional, more ideologically-based rivals.
Worryingly, these illiberal populist parties appear both durable and weakly committed to democratic
institutions. Yet we argue instead that populists are not immune to voter punishment of incumbents in
post-communist Europe. Moreover, the reasonsfor punishment vary: voters punish all parties, but at very
different rates and for different faults. Thus, populists are punished just as heavily when they are in government as when they are out of government, in contrast to all other parties. Populists are also punished
for programmatic ambiguity and poor economic performance in government, but are rewarded for high
unemployment and programmatic inconsistency while in the opposition. Populists can then insulate
themselves from electoral punishment while in government by adopting less ambiguous programs and
demonstrating high economic performance. Alas, both tasks are difficult to execute. Hence, these populist parties can also use anti-democratic measures to avoid punishment from voters. Aware that they are
likely to be punished by voters, they may attempt to insulate themselves against electoral punishment by
tilting the playing field, rather than by winning over voters (Helmke, Kroeger & Paine 2021). If so, then
voters do not choose democratic erosion: it is foisted on them by illiberal parties eager to protect their
gains.
Previewing the results, we will show that for populists, governance adds little to their electoral punishment. Liberals are punished significantly less when they are in government: they are cushioned from
the usual incumbency disadvantage. Successors, just to the contrary, are punished significantly more
when they are in government rather than outside. Programmatic cohesion and economic performance
all shape these parties’ electoral successes and modify the effect of incumbency, but in different ways for
different kinds of parties.
In the sections below, we first identify the three main kinds of party competitors in post-communist
democracies, and the party classifications that emerge. We then examine the competing explanations,
which identify anti-incumbent sentiment, programmatic cohesion, and economic performance as the
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main explanations for the differential punishments of parties.
Building on theories of party differentiation and voter accountability to explain the patterns of competition in the relatively new post-communist democracies, we derive several hypotheses about the value
of ideological commitments. We then test these propositions using a mixed effects model that captures
the differences in electoral support across parties accounting for shared countries and electoral terms. In
addition to existing data from the Chapel Hill Expert Survey, we use two new datasets on populist and
authoritarian successor parties.

2

Post-communist political parties

Broadly, we can identify three main types of political party competitors in post-communist party systems,
which we examine in the rough order of their emergence. First, we have the liberal democratic parties, such
as the UW in Poland, the SzDSz in Hungary or the ODS and ODA in the Czech Republic. In the immediate
aftermath of the collapse of communism in 1989, these were the authors of the market reforms, such as
privatization, price and trade liberalization, and monetary and fiscal reforms. They are committed to
liberal democracy, the rule of law, and free market reforms. They were led by the intellectual elites of
the anti-communist opposition, and are known for their cosmopolitan and consistently liberal societal
views. They supported and implemented the raft of pro-market policies in the early 1990s. Even as the
reforms themselves have been successful, their authors have not done well: many have disappeared by
the 2000s, though some, like the PO in Poland, emerged at that time.
Initially, once communism collapsed and new democratic party competition emerged, this set of “liberal” political parties advanced a clear market and political reform agenda in the early 1990s. Scholars
worried that voters would punish the liberal parties responsible for often-painful reforms, in a popular
backlash against the authors of the market reforms (Przeworski 1992, Baker & Greene 2011). Liberal parties, as the authors of painful market reforms, were supposed to be the target of a furious electorate and
the backlash of the perceived losers of these policies (Przeworski 1992, Evans & Whitefield 1993, Kitschelt
1995, Bustikova 2014). In keeping with the pessimistic earlier predictions, many of the liberal parties that
initially anchored political competition were eventually swept off the scene, whether the Freedom Union
(UW) in Poland, the Civic Democratic Alliance (ODA) in the Czech Republic, or the Free Democrats
(SzDSz) in Hungary.
To systematically classify the parties, we rely on the Chapel Hill Expert Survey (CHES), which provides us with a panel of 171 (in 2002) to 277 (in 2019) parties from 14 largest EU states plus 10 prospective EU members. From these, we have selected all post-communist states: Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia. Between 2002 and 2019,
every four to five years, the CHES survey asked experts to evaluate parties’ positions on a variety of
4

issues, ranging from general left-right, to platforms on nationalism, redistribution and socio-cultural
values. To classify the party as liberal, experts had to place it to the right of the median on the left-right
economy dimension
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but to the left of the median on the GALTAN dimension (Specifically, GALTAN

represents “Green, Alternative, Liberal,” that is parties which “typically support more expansive personal freedoms—greater civil liberties, same-sex marriage, a greater role for citizens in governing, etc.
Conversely, parties on the “Traditional, Authoritarian, Nationalism” end of the spectrum typically reject
these ideas, favoring instead law and order, tradition, and the belief that the government should be a
strong moral authority, etc” (Bakker, De Vries, Edwards, Hooghe, Jolly, Marks, Polk, Rovny, Steenbergen
& Vachudova 2015).)4 . This is consistent with the nomenclature of “liberal” applied to post-communist
parties.
25% of parties, or 104 out of 422, in our dataset are liberal parties:5 The programs and policy offers
of the liberal parties were the clearest: the mean programmatic ambiguity score is the lowest among the
party types, at 1.18 (the mean score for all parties is 1.26 with a standard deviation of .55.) The correlation
between liberal party status and programmatic ambiguity on the general left-right dimension is -.09. The
correlation of liberalism with programmatic ambiguity on the economic left-right dimension is -.05.6
The chief rivals of these liberal architects of reform were the reformed communist successor parties
that won the second and third free elections in the mid to late 1990s. These center-left formations included
the Democratic Left Alliance (SLD) in Poland, the Hungarian Socialist Party, and the Lithuanian Democratic Labor Party (LDLP.) These parties offered broad commitments to continuing market reforms, but
with less pain and with greater attention paid to their detrimental effects, such as poverty or inequality.
A critical aspect of the communist successors has been their dramatic transformation: unlike the liberal
parties, for example, the communist successors underwent a radical change from being the parties of
authoritarian rule to parties of social democratic commitments (Ishiyama 1998, Ishiyama 2001, Mahr &
Nagle 1995, Grzymala-Busse 2002, Bozoki & Ishiyama 2002, Orenstein 1998, Waller 1995, Ziblatt 1998,
Pop-Eleches 1998).
Where they had reinvented themselves, the communist successor became the mainstream left. These
parties pre-empted and “crowded out” leftist competitors. They occupied the center-Left of the political spectrum, and precluded the rise of an independent and powerful Social Democratic alternatives
3 According to the CHES codebook, this corresponds to “the party’s ideological stance on economic issues. Parties can be classified in terms
of their stance on economic issues such as privatization, taxes, regulation, government spending and the welfare state. Parties on the economic
left want government to place and active role in the economy. Parties on the economic right want a reduced role for the government.”
4 According to the CHES codebook, GALTAN corresponds to “party’s position on social norms and cultural values. Libertarian or postmaterialist parties favor expanded personal freedoms, for example, abortion rights, divorce, and same sex marriage. Traditional parties reject
these ideas in favor of order, tradition, and stability, believing that the government should be a firm moral authority on social and cultural issues.
5 Strictly speaking, we classify parties by party-terms, as every party is evaluated anew by experts in each subsequent round of CHES. This is
suitable for classifying volatile party systems, such as the the systems in Post-Communist Europe, as it allows a party to appear as liberal initially,
but then to drop out of the set of liberal parties if experts decide it is too traditional on the Galtan dimension or too much to the left on the
economic dimension.
6 Programmatic ambiguity was calculated using Arturas (Rozenas 2013)’s method for inferring ideological ambiguity from survey data. The
method uses standard deviations of CHES experts and is described in more detail in section 6.2 below.
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(Grzymała-Busse 2006). Independent social democrats could arise only where the communist parties
failed to reinvent themselves, as in the Czech Republic. Further, there were almost no credible far-left
parties: more than four decades of communist rule largely eliminated this possibility.
Reinvented communist successor parties ran largely as catch-alls, relying on claims of managerial
competence and being better at implementing the reform program of the liberals. They were considerably more ambiguous in their programmatic offers as a result. To identify successor parties we use
the “Authoritarian Successor Parties” database (Grzymala-Busse 2019). Their mean ambiguity score is
1.15, and the correlation between programmatic ambiguity and successor party status is -.01 on the general left-right dimension (it is exactly 0 on the GALTAN dimension, but -.1 on the economic left-right
dimension). Successor parties constitute 12% of the parties in our dataset (or 49 our of 422 party terms).
Liberal and the communist successor parties alternated in power throughout most of the 1990s and
early 2000s in Poland and in Hungary. Eventually, the reformed communist successors also suffered
a similar fate to the liberals, not only losing elections after tenure in government, but in some cases
disintegrating as organizations.
One reason for the demise of the liberals and the communist successors was the rise of new, illiberal,
competitors. In the 2000s, new non-orthodox, (mostly) right-wing populist parties began to win votes
and to capitalize on the anti-incumbent sentiment that began to prevail in the region (Pop-Eleches 2010).
These parties had different commitments to programmatic competition: some had a clear policy agenda,
while others relied on ambiguous appeals.
The wave of populist and non-orthodox parties that emerged ranged from ATAKA in Bulgaria to ANO
in the Czech Republic to Jobbik in Hungary. They are notable for their anti-establishment stance, and their
criticism of the existing democratic system as corrupt, collusive, and unable to represent the interests of
a broadly defined “people.” This critique is one that is shared more broadly by populist parties across
Europe, who claim to represent the pure and good people against a corrupt elite establishment (Mudde
2014, Mudde & Kaltwasser 2012). Some of these parties had their roots in the center-right, but broke away
and transformed themselves into far more populist formations: two prominent examples are Fidesz in
Hungary and PiS in Poland. The former went from a liberal party to a conservative, nationalist and
populist party over the course of the 1990s (Kitschelt 1999, Nalepa 2010). The latter won elections in
2015 as a party already ideologically very close to Fidesz, in many ways following the Hungarian party’s
blueprint (Kovacs & Scheppele 2018, Scheppele 2018).
Beyond their criticism of the establishment, however, their policy offers were diffuse and their ideological commitments broad. To identify populist parties, we used a new dataset on “Global Populisms.”
As before, in the event of an overlap between the category of liberals and populists, we classified a party
as populist. These parties had the most ambiguous programs, with a mean ambiguity score of 1.45 and
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Figure 1: Count of Liberal, Successor and Populist parties by Position: Center, Center Left and Center Right
a correlation between ambiguity on the general left-right dimension and populist party status of 0.19.
(-0.02 with ambiguity of the galtan dimension and 0.06 with ambiguity on the the econ dimension). But
far, populists are the most programmatically ambiguous in our dataset and comprise about 23% of the
parties in our dataset (or 97 out of 422 party-terms).
In addition, CHES allows us to use expert evaluations to show the positions of populists, liberals
and successors. We classified as Center, Center Left, Center Right, Extreme Left and Extreme Right all
party-terms in our data. For this purpose, we used expert evaluations on three dimensions: GALTAN
(the freedom-tradition dimension defined above), immigration (from “strongly favors a liberal policy on
immigration” to “strongly favors a restrictive policy on immigration”) and redistribution (from “strongly
favors redistribution” to “strongly opposes redistribution.”). For a party to be classified as Center, it had
to be within one standard deviation of the mean on at least two out of these three dimensions; to be
classified as Center left, it has to be more than a standard deviation to the left of the mean on two out of
three of these dimensions; to be classified Center right, it has to be more than one standard deviation to
the right of the mean on two out of three dimension. We also identified parties who were extreme right
and extreme left by placing more than two standard deviations to the right and left respectively (again,
only on two out of three dimensions). Predictably, there were few (only three total) such parties.
The figure below shows the distribution of liberals, successors, and populists across these three typical—
center, center left, center right—positions. We see that, intuitively, a plurality of the center parties are
liberal and virtually all of the center right ones are populists. A majority of successors however are center and most of the center left parties are actually liberal. For clarity of presentation, this figure includes
7

Figure 2: vote shares of Liberal, Populists and Successors by Country 2002-2019
only parties that could be classified both according to the liberal-successor-populist breakdown and the
positional (center-left to center to center-right) breakdown. Most of the parties in our dataset could not
be classified this way and are hence not represented here.
For a different illustration of the points made above, we plot the vote share of the liberals, successors,
and populists over time, breaking it down additionally by country. We see that liberals are on average
losing votes while populists are gaining popularity. This dynamic is particularly visible in Poland and
Hungary, the two most dynamic democratic backsliders in the region. Even countries that have been
somewhat resilient to backsliding, like Romania and Bulgaria, still experienced either a dramatic increase
of votes for populists (as Romania did, despite a stable liberal vote) or a dramatic loss in liberal votes (as
Bulgaria did, despite a decline of the populist vote relative to 2002).
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Theories of party competition and punishment

Three main explanations can account for the patterns of electoral punishment in these newer, postcommunist democracies, and explain why and how populists maintain power.
The first set of explanations argues that governing parties will be most heavily punished. Scholars
8

have noted a pattern of anti-incumbent bias in the post communist setting. The explanation is that these
parties do not live up to their promises once in government, and so disappointed voters reject the incumbents and try alternatives. Voters thus tried, and rejected, one mainstream option after another. They
eventually began to choose non-orthodox parties: populist, illiberal, and extreme. This choice was a
rejection of the incumbents and a lack of acceptable alternatives, rather than about affirming the the positive aspects of challengers’ programs (Pop-Eleches 2010). These parties capitalized on the perception
that politics were rigged to benefit the elites who had little incentive to be responsive to the needs of
everyday people. They were often the only critics of market reforms, EU accession, or transitional justice arrangements. As a result, the voters reject mainstream party incumbents, and populist challenger
parties benefit.
Voters thus punish governing parties, thanks both to disappointment with unmet promises and the
appeal of novel competitors, who appear with each election. Such disappointment can lead to endogenous failure to discriminate—“all the politicians are crooks”—and to politicians subsequently responding by serving themselves rather than the electorate, eventually even leading to the collapse of democracy
(Svolik 2013). The very high electoral volatility that pervaded post-communist societies is both a symptom and a cause of anti-incumbent voting. The problem is exacerbated by the parties’ own inexperience,
and the lack of organizational resources with which to conduct campaigns and a convincing language
to address the people. Such factors should lead to all governing parties being punished more or less
equally.
A second explanation focuses on programmatic cohesion. Cohesion consists both of programmatic
clarity (or conversely, ambiguity), and consistency over time. A considerable literature has examined the
costs and benefits of programmatic ambiguity (Alesina & Cukierman 1990, Aragones & Neeman 2000,
Callander & Wilson 2008, Meirowitz 2005). In this set of explanations, political parties take clear positions, and the closer they are to the pivotal voter, the greater the electoral payoff. In SMD contexts, this
will be the median. In electoral systems boasting multimember districts, pinning down this equilibrium
may be more complicated, even with a homogeneous electorate (Enelow & Hinich 1984, Lin, Enelow &
Dorussen 1999). Party differentiation is critical to reducing voters’ uncertainty about the parties (Alvarez
& Nagler 1998, Alvarez, Nagler & Bowler 2000, Schofield 2004). As a result, politicians remain deliberately vague (Bartels 1986) or avoid divisive issues (Page 1976). Tomz & Van Houweling (2009), find
that candidate programmatic ambiguity may attract some voters: those who are copartisans and those
who are uncertain, and can be a winning strategy electorally (Tomz & Van Houweling 2009, Page 1976) 7
When voters reward clarity and consistency while punishing ambiguity (Ezrow, Homola & Tavits 2014),
7 Parties may also attempt to either “own” issues by introducing them to political competition, or selectively emphasize and deemphasize
their positions, in effect blurring rather than taking positions (Meguid 2005, Rovny 2013, Petrocik 1996). Such strategic emphasis and ambiguity
allows parties to emphasize those issues they feel would benefit them electorally while avoiding taking a stance on those where voters are further
away from the party (Rovny 2013).
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voters may abandon centrist parties in favor of ones with narrower and clearer policies (Downs 1957,
Powell 2000).
Parties may also be inconsistent, switching positions or delivering policies they had earlier criticized.
Politicians can promise one thing in electoral campaigns and deliver another, in the hopes of these inconsistent policies increasing voter satisfaction and thus avoiding electoral punishment (Przeworski, Stokes
& Manin 1999). Such inconsistencies, however, can dilute the party’s brand (Lupu 2013). It is the betrayal
of the party’s programmatic identity that drives electoral punishment as a result.8 There are suggestions
that post-communist voters pressure political parties to keep programmatic promises in specific areas
(such as welfare and education (Kostadinova & Kostadinova 2016).
Centrist parties that embrace ambiguity or inconsistency have accordingly paid the price. DeVries
and Hobolt argue that the ambiguity and lack of party responsiveness in Western Europe led to successful right-wing mobilization around immigration and anti-EU integration (De Vries & Hobolt 2016).
Both center-left and center-right parties have lost support in the last few decades (Berman 2019, Lynch
2019), amidst greater electoral volatility in general (Fieldhouse, Green, Evans, Mellon, Prosser, Schmitt
& Van der Eijk 2021). Left-center parties have lost voters from across board, across educational, sectoral,
confessional, and economic strata (Abou-Chadi, Mitteregger, Mudde & Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung 2021).9
Meanwhile, center-right parties face challenges from extreme right parties. Yet coopting such challenger
parties by either adopting their stances or cooperating with them in coalitions only risks the parties’
support among their more moderate voters (de Lange 2012, Ford & Jennings 2020, Van der Brug &
Fennema 2007, Harteveld & Ivarsflaten 2018).
Programmatic ambiguity also characterizes post-communist parties. In the post-communist setting,
a considerable consensus existed among mainstream parties regarding the need for economic reforms,
however painful. Tavits & Letki (2009, 561) analyze political, budgetary, and economic data from the
1990-2004 period to find that even Left governing parties in post-communist countries tended to adhere
to fiscal austerity and tighter budgets. A similar elite consensus across the political spectrum dominated
the process of accession to the European Union (Grzymała-Busse & Innes 2003). Transitional justice was
supported by both post-communist successors and liberal democratic parties alike (Nalepa 2010). In
many ways, governing parties were thus equally “centrist” in their appeals, and so they should have been
equally punished by voters who perceive centrism as ambiguity, and moderate programs as uncertain
ones (Ezrow et al. 2014). If these explanations are correct, parties will be censured by the voters for their
policy consensus, lack of alternatives, and ambiguity.
8 This notion is similar to the idea that voters select “good types” of candidates in elections, even as voters have no way of inducing politicians
to consistently implement what they promised while campaigning. (Fearon 1999, Duch & Stevenson 2008). We remain agnostic, however,
regarding the reasons for this voter preference.
9 Across Europe, many former Social democratic voters now vote for Green or social-liberal parties (Abou-Chadi et al. 2021). The conventional
wisdom, that workers deserted the center-left for the illiberal rights, is challenged by Abou-Chadi & Wagner (2019), who argue that few workers
deserted social democratic parties for the radical right, and few radical right voters are former social democratic voters. See also (Gingrich &
Häusermann 2015) for another account of this realignment.
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Populist parties appeal to voters on the basis of a broad criticism of the incumbents, which does not necessitate either programmatic clarity or consistency. Once they enter government, however, they may be
punished because they belie their central anti-elite, anti-incumbent commitments: in effect, they become
part of the very establishment they had critiqued. If populist parties claim to represent the “pure” people against the “corrupt” elite establishment, then entering government means both becoming the very
establishment elites that they had earlier denounced, and betraying the “people.” They thus enter office
without paying a price for ambiguity or inconsistency: the question remains whether they subsequently
stay in office despite these characteristics.
Third, voters reward and punish electoral parties for their economic performance: economic growth,
unemployment, and other pocketbook issues. Direct financial transfers, such as with the 500+ plus program in Poland, have increased the vote share of some populist parties (Gromadzki, Sałach & Brzeziński
2021). More generally, voters are often myopic, ignorant, and unable to parse policy effects (Achen &
Bartels 2002, Healy & Malhotra 2009, Bechtel & Hainmueller 2011, Fowler & Hall 2017). They frequently
rely on heuristics and shortcuts (Lupia 1994, Lupia & McCubbins 1998) that may lead them astray (Healy
& Malhotra 2013). Where voters are uncertain about their ability to evaluate policy, they are less likely
to punish or reward (Gerber, Huber, Doherty & Dowling 2011)10 . Thus, whether they are directly responsible for economic growth or performance, we would expect that incumbent parties are nonetheless
rewarded or punished for it.
The above discussion the following expectations:
(1) All governing parties will be punished electorally, and illiberal populists are no different. (Antiincumbent hypothesis)
(2) Ambiguous or inconsistent parties will be punished more severely. (Ambiguity hypothesis)
(3) Parties will be punished or rewarded for their economic performance during their tenure. (Performance hypothesis)

4

Data and Measurement

In order to evaluate these hypotheses we have combined data from three sources: the Chapel Hill Expert Survey (CHES) database (Bakker et al. 2015), the Global Populisms (Grzymala-Busse 2017) and
Authoritarian Successor Parties (Grzymala-Busse 2019) databases, and World Bank data on economic
performance.
The CHES surveys provide us not only with expert evaluations of a number of parties in our region of
10 Another strand of the literature identifies the specific conditions under which voters can be quite sophisticated, given the setting of benchmarks by the media (Kayser & Peress 2012), comparing the variance in performance across countries (Duch & Stevenson 2010), and comparing
across time, with unexpected economic shifts having a larger effect (Whitten & Palmer 1999). Democratic media here play a considerable role in
transmitting the critical information (Hetherington 1996, Gasper & Reeves 2011)
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interest, but also with vote shares of parties in the elections closest to the time the survey was conducted
and information on the role these parties played in government. The five surveys were carried out in
four year intervals, which is the average length of an electoral term in the parliamentary regimes.
Our dependent variable is the change in vote share from cycle to cycle. We subtract the current vote
share from the vote share in the next cycle: δ(vote)t = vt+1 − vt . ‘δvote, where t stands for electoral cycle
and not actual calendar year—captures how popular the party is during the current cycle.
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In addition,

since a number of post-communist parties appeared after the first CHES survey took place or expired
before the last CHES survey was held, the measure has to account for party “births” and “deaths.” A
plausible and consistent way to resolve this is to assign δ(vote) the score −vt when the party in question
secures insufficient vote share to be recorded in the next CHES survey and a score of vt + 1 when a party
that did not exist in t appears at t + 1.12
CHES also includes an ordinal measure of government participation. The variable “government”
(party, year) assumes 0 when the party is not in government that year, 1 if the party is a junior member of
the cabinet coalition (i.e., does not have a Prime Minister in the cabinet) and 2 if it is the Prime Minister’s
party. We recoded this variable to create a dummy variables “in government,” which only assigns “1” to
the party whose member holds the prime ministership.
To measure programmatic clarity or ambiguity, we use the experts’ placement scores for parties on
a general ‘left-right” dimension and on the traditional versus modern values scale that CHES refers to
as “GALTAN.”13 Expert surveys, on the surface, appear an excellent way to measure programmatic ambiguity. If experts vary greatly in their perception of a party’s policy position, that party is unlikely to
have a cohesive policy on that issue, whether due to diversity in membership combined with lack of discipline, elite factions, or non-programmatic linkages with voters. If, on the other hand, a party is more
programmatic—composed of members and elites with coherent policy positions—we would expect to
see less variance in how experts perceive parties’ policy positions. It is common in the field of comparative politics to use the degree of disagreement or the variance across expert respondents to measure
parties’ programmatic clarity (Carroll & Nalepa 2017, Kitschelt & Smyth 2002).
However, Arturas Rozenas (2013) shows that this approach is problematic when evaluating parties at
extreme ends of the issue dimension, where experts “have less room” to disagree about parties. This is
bound to appear particularly problematic in the case of parties that on any particular issue dimension are
either extreme left or extreme right. To resolve this problem, Rozenas proposes a Bayesian model where
11 An alternative approach to measuring change in support would be to subtract the lagged vote share of a party from its current vote share:
∆(vote)t = vt − vt−1 . This captures retrospective voting. Unfortunately, this measure would prevent us from assessing the growth in popularity
of parties while in government, because all parties that get into government, especially as the senior coalition partner, must experience a boost in
vote share.
12 In most instances this happens when the party indeed ceases to exist, but in some instances it is possible that the loss of vote share was so
drastic that the party in question failed to secure a legislative seat and, consequently, CHES stopped surveying experts about that party
13 Originally, we also calculated ambiguity on the economic left-right dimension, but they were not materially different from the general
left-right dimension.
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policy positions are treated as probability distributions over a policy space. Expert evaluations are then
defined as random draws from those distributions. He measures ideological ambiguity as the dispersion
of the latent probability distribution from estimating a cross-classified random-effects model. Patterns
of non-responses are used in this model as additional sources of information on ideological ambiguity,
thus sidestepping the ceiling and floor effects associated with extreme parties mentioned above.
Using Rozenas’s approach, we created ambiguity scores based on the two expert placement questions
described above: general left right and GALTAN14 . The greater the score, the more ambiguous the party
program. In our sample, the scores range from .42 to 3.1, with a mean score is 1.25 and a standard
deviation of .51. Ambiguity is thus the dispersion of expert evaluations of party policy positions captured
at one point in time. We are also interested in the extent to which parties’ programs remain consistent
from one election to the other. Here too, we use CHES, but focus on the change in mean expert scores
over time. We define consistency of party i in time t as consistency(d)i,t = dt − dt−1
Finally, CHES is also the basis of our classification of parties, according to their positions, into Center, Center left, Center right, Extreme left and extreme right, which are described in section 2. As a
reminder, these are jointly exhaustive and mutually exclusive dummy variables. This coding scheme
captures the already-identified differences in party stances and matches popularly held beliefs and intuitions (Kitschelt 1995).
We also used CHES to classify parties into liberal, but for the other two ideological categories—
populist and successors— we used additional databases. In order to identify successors, we use is the
Authoritarian Successor Parties (ASP) database, which identifies key characteristics of successor authoritarian parties for 81 countries in the world. In this paper we limit ourselves to 12 post-communist countries. Within successor parties, we distinguish the category of “Reformed Successor”, which refers to
reinvented successor communist parties.
We classify communist successor parties using the “Authoritarian Successor Parties” database and
populist parties using the “Global Populisms” database. The definition of “populist” follows Mudde’s
criteria of anti-elite establishment stances and popular representation (Mudde 2004). Using this categorization allows us to examine the effect of party ambiguity on party success independently of their
classification based on positionality (Extreme Left to Extreme Right). Note that the categories of liberal,
populist and successor while mutually exclusive, are not exhaustive. At the same time, the classification of parties into positional types of liberal, center right, center left and extreme left are exhaustive and
mutually exclusive, by construction.
Finally, we use data on economic performance while in government. To assess this, we focus on data
on GDP growth and unemployment obtained from the World Bank.15 Summary statistics of all the de14 It

would have been possible to create scores for all the issue dimensions included in CHES but these two–and the left-right econ—are the
only ones that were consistently asked from 2002 to 2019
15 Specifically, we use the following World Development Indicators developed by the Bank: GDP growth (annual %) and logged unemploy-
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pendent and independent variables are provided in Table 3 of the Appendix.

5

The Statistical Models

Our key independent variables—party types, government participation, ambiguity, and consistency—
are party-level attributes, which can potentially change each year the survey is conducted.(Economic
performance is measured at the country level, and varies over time.) Since party types (liberal, centerleft, extreme left and center right) are calculated on the basis of the position of each party relative to how
many standard deviations it is removed from the country-year’s mean, the party type of a given party
can change across time. However, our classification of parties as populist or as successor autocrats does
not change over time. Our dependent variable, the change in vote share from one election to the next, is
similarly measured at the party-year level.
Since our parties are nested within countries and within waves of the CHES survey, we use a mixed
model or hierarchical modeling approach. This allows the mean of the dependent variable to be different
for each group of observations and also allows the slope on the main independent variable to be different
in each group of observations (note, that in our example, groups can be also defined by countries, by years
or both). All models have a hierarchical structure that allows country means to vary. The hierarchical
structure is described in the appendix in expanded and reduced (or mixed) form.
Estimation using ordinary least squares regression (OLS) would risk biased and inefficient results
because characteristics of parties within the same country are unlikely to be independent of each other.16 .
Multilevel regression can be thought of as a compromise between assuming all parties are independent
from each other, and assuming all variation across parties can be explained by the country that they
belong to. A multilevel approach will structure the variation in the dependent variable according to
year-level and country-level characteristics. The unit of analysis in our model is a country-party-year,
spanning every fourth or third year beginning in 2002 until 2019 in Post-Communist Europe.

6

Surviving Electoral Punishment

In the volatile climate of post-communist Europe, all parties decrease their vote share from election to
election. Yet populist parties fare best from election to election, and are voted out of office at a much lower
rate than other parties. Liberal parties are punished more heavily, and the ones to suffer the biggest losses
are the former communist successor parties. Indeed, across all countries and years in our dataset, the
mean of the vote gain or loss over elections taking place between 2002 and 2019 for populists is -1.81. For
ment.
16 An alternative way of dealing with data of similar structure to ours would be fixed effects or clustered standard errors, but a hierarchical
model does everything these kinds of models would without sacrificing degrees of freedom
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Fixed effect parameters
Incumbent
Center

Model 1
-4.727∗∗∗
(0.973)

Center left
Center right
Successor

Model 2
-4.723∗∗∗
(0.983)
-0.389
(1.014)
-1.101
(1.886)
0.225
(1.658)

-0.789
(0.564)

-0.526
(0.869)

-1.621
(1.361)
0.307
(1.083)
-0.783
(1.145)
-0.517
(0.765)

3.856406
(4.842766 )
4.85e-09
(7.30e-08 )
1.10e-09
(1.06e-06 )
59.45866
(4.876507)
310

1.41e-10
(2.24e-09 )
3.40e-11
(1.60e-10)
60.57
(4.865115 )
310

1.10e-11
( 1.38e-10)
5.01e-13
(8.12e-10)
60.2767
(4.841544 )
310

Populist
Liberal
Constant
Random effects parameters
country:
var of slopes
var of means
year: var of means
var (residual)
N

Model 3
-4.596∗∗∗
(0.974)

Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 1: Incumbency, positionality and party type in predicting vote share change
liberals, the corresponding figure is -3.19 (whereas for nonliberals it is -2.27). Successors are punished
even more. Their average difference in vote share from one election to another, across all countries and
all elections is -4.05. (For all parties in our dataset mean change in vote share from one election to the
next is -2.5 with a standard deviation of 8.1. The party that lost most votes is MSzP in Hungary—it lost
43.2% of it’s share of the electorate and the party that gained most is PDL in Romania—it gained 18.9 %
of its share of vote.)
As Table 1 shows, this anti-incumbency effect is so powerful that neither party type nor ideological
position matter once it is included. The key insight that emerges from this table is that the incumbency
disadvantage completely subsumes any advantage populists held over liberals or that liberals held over
successors when it comes to gaining votes from one election to the next. On average, parties that are in
government lose votes. When modeling incumbency status, in model 1, we allow the slope on incumbency to vary by country so as to impose fewer constraints.17
These initial results do not allow us to evaluate if the incumbency effects target different types of
17 This

assumption is not strictly necessary here, as shown by the insignificant variance of slopes.
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parties differently. Nor do not take into account three critical factors. The first of these is ideological
clarity or ambiguity: the extent to which parties make electoral accountability possible in the first place,
by clearly profiling themselves. A second factor is programmatic consistency, and whether parties that
govern consistently with their campaign promises are punished or rewarded more than those who do
not. Third, these results do not examine the impact of economic performance. Below, we examine each of
these questions in turn.

6.1

The effect of governance on different types of parties

First, we examine if and how incumbency affects liberals, successors and populists differently.
To do this, we run a simple hierarchical model which allows for random intercepts across groups, with
groups defined by parties and by countries. Since we are interested in how being in government affects
the vote share of liberals (successors, populists) we regress vote share of party i in country j in year t
on the interaction of incumbency with party type. We also add to the regression the constitutive terms
of the interaction, so government status and party type. Since in the case of such models, the marginal
effects cannot be readily read from the regression table and because both constitutive terms are dummy
variables, we present the marginal effects using the delta method (in stata) which clearly presents gain
for each kind of party depending on whether it is an incumbent and whether it is a party of a certain
type. Table 2 summarizes our findings.
The first row in each category shows the average vote share gain for parties in the opposition. Populist
parties lose slightly, whether or not they are in government. Populist incumbents lose when they are in
government (almost 2 percentage points), but this loss is not significantly different from their loss outside
of government. A chi-square test reveals a p value of 0.88 when checking in a one-tailed test of whether
these values are different from one another.
In contrast, successor incumbents lose significantly when they are in government (almost 5 percentage
points), whereas they gain when they are out of government, though insignificantly. Since the coefficient
magnitude here is large, however, it makes sense to run a chi-square test of that difference. The difference
between successors’ vote share when in government compared to out of government is indeed significant
at the 0.027 level. Hence successors, in contrast to liberals, discussed next, lose from being in government
relative to the vote share they would have enjoyed in the opposition.
For liberals, being in the opposition is associated with a significant loss of almost 8 percentage points.
When in government, liberals also lose vote share (2.6 percentage points), but not as much as they do
when they are outside of government. We can also test to see if the difference of what liberals lose inside and outside government is significant. Such a chi-square test reveals that indeed the difference is
significant at the 0.07 level.
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Non-incumbent Populists

Margins conditional on Populist status

-1.393
(2.840)
-2.448∗∗∗
(0.557)
-1.851∗
(0.940)
-5.530∗∗
(1.753)

Non-populist incumbents
Populist incumbents
Non-incumbents, Non-populists

Non-incumbent successors

Margins conditional on Successor status

Non-successor incumbents
Successor incumbents
Non incumbents, Non-successors

Non-incumbent liberals
Non-liberal incumbents
Liberal incumbents
Non-incumbents, non-liberals
N

Margins conditional of Liberal status
-7.920∗∗
(2.838)
-2.198∗∗∗
(0.546)
-2.607∗∗
(0.996)
-3.043
(1.752)
310

13.33
(7.946)
-1.928∗∗∗
(0.512)
-4.490∗∗∗
(1.256)
-5.021∗∗∗
(1.502)

310

310

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 2: Marginal Effects of Incumbency on vote share for Different Types of Parties
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(a) Populists (out of government)

(b) Successors (in government)

(c) Liberals (out of government)

Figure 3: Marginal effects of programmatic (general left right) ambiguity on change in vote share for different party
types in and out of government
The last set of results for each of the three categories shows the effect on not being in government
and not being of a certain party type. Since the reference category changes, the value of this coefficient
is, of course different. This is the category with, perhaps, the less intuitive interpretation: being out of
government decreases the vote share of non-populists and non-successors but it does not significantly
change the vote share of non-liberals.
In addition, we can test a series of sub-hypotheses about the the correlates of loss of popularity when
in government. Below, we concentrate on ambiguity, consistency, and economic performance.

6.2

Ambiguity

Recall that we measure programmatic ambiguity using a Bayesian modification of the traditionally used
approach of standard deviations between expert evaluations. We calculated three measures of ambiguity,
corresponding to the economic left-right, the general left-right dimension, and GALTAN, but in the final
regression just use the latter two. The effects of all these aspects of ambiguity for liberals, populists and
successors, in and out of government were evaluated using the same mixed level regression as before
(allowing for group specific means and year specific means). In two figures below, we only concentrate
on visualizing the significant and substantively interesting marginal effect, while full tables have been
relegated to the appendix.
First, the populists are punished for ambiguity: the more ambiguous their positions on the left-right
dimension, the more they lose votes. For populists, the vote share change (δ(vote)) shifts from 2% on the
lowest end of the ambiguity scale to −6% (left hand side panel of Figure 3. Hence, even for populists,
it pays to be programmatically clearer. As table 6 indicates, however, this relationship is not significant
for populists in government. For successors, the story is opposite: their vote gain improves the more
ambiguous they are, but only when they are in government (according to the middle panel of Figure 3, it
increases from -17% to +16%). For the liberals, ambiguity has no significant effect (right panel of Figure
3.
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(a) Populists (in government)

(b) Successors (in government)

(c) Liberals (in government)

Figure 4: Marginal effects of GALTAN ambiguity on change in vote share for different party types in and out of
government
As a robustness check, we also examine ambiguity along the GALTAN dimension. Because this dimension appears to be orthogonal to general left-right axis, at least in some of the post-communist countries, we expect the ambiguity effects to look differently than in the general left-right dimension. The
results are summarized in Figure 4 above.
Populists are significantly hurt by ambiguity on the GALTAN dimension when they are in government. Their vote share changes from 11% on the low end of the ambiguity scale to -23% on the high end
of that scale. This is consistent with voters counting on the parties for clear commitments to the conservative, nationalist, and law-and-order stances that first catapulted them to prominence. Table 7 suggests
and Figure A1 in the appendix shows that such decline in popularity in response to ambiguity occurs
regardless of whether populists are in government or not.
For liberals, ambiguity does not appear to make a significant difference. The marginal effects presented in the right hand side panel of Figure 4 have overlapping confidence intervals. We still present
it here to show that the marginal effect corresponding to liberals is downward sloping, suggesting that
that liberals are hurt by ambiguity. In contrast, communist successors (middle panel) still benefit from
GALTAN ambiguity both inside and outside government to about the same degree as from left-right
ambiguity. While in government, this kind of ambiguity awards them more vote share and the benefit is
more significant.

6.3

Consistency

We first try to uncover whether consistency has an effect on δ(vote) at all, by regressing (in our mixed
model, allowing for separate within country means and separate term means) δ(vote) on consistency
without adding any additional controls. In the next step, we condition consistency on party type. Finally
we condition on consistency and party type in government.
The regressions are reported in Table 4 in the appendix. The key findings are summarized in Figure 5,
which compares the marginal effect of consistency on vote share for populists versus non-populists (left
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(a) Populists (out of government)

(b) Successors (in government)

(c) Liberals (out of government)

Figure 5: Marginal effects of programmatic consistency on change in vote share for different party types in and out
of government
panel), successors in government versus others (middle panel) and liberal versus others. Vote shares
decline with consistency for both populists and communist successors. The decrease for populists, however, is insignificant: populists are neither rewarded nor punished for consistency, in keeping with their
fundamental role as critics. The vote share of liberals, however, increases with consistency, if insignificantly.18
In the final subsection, we turn our attention to how δ(vote) responds to economic performance.

6.4

Economic Performance

Economic performance, recall, is measured with data on GDP growth and log unemployment.19 As in
the previous sections, we are interested in how economic performance affected the change in vote share
of liberals, populists, and successors. Tables 8 and 9 in the Appendix systematically examine the effects
of these economic indicators under liberal, successor and populist incumbents on change in their vote
share (δ(vote)). Next, we also examined the effect of these economic indicators on the change in the vote
share, when these types of parties are out of government. In the visualizations below, we highlight the
marginal effect that were significant or almost significant.
Figure 6 summarizes the more interesting results. In contrast to the previous three figures of this type,
we do not present the marginal effects for liberals versus non-liberals or liberals in government versus
their opposition because these pairs of marginal effects as a function of unemployment are not only
insignificantly different from one another, but parallel to one another and almost flat. Instead, we show
marginal effects for successors out of government (right hand side panel), which allows us to compare
them to successors in government (middle panel). While only the marginal effects in the middle panel
are significant, the slopes for the successors in and out of government are polar opposites.
18 As table, 4 indicates, we also inspected the marginal effects of populists in government, liberal in government and successors out of office,
but the marginal effects were not only statistically insignificant but also parallel for the two groups being compared, so we omit them here.
19 Both
were obtained from the World Development Indicators website:
https://databank.worldbank.org/source/
world-development-indicators.
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(a) Populists (out of government)

(b) Successors (in government)

(c) Successors (out of government)

Figure 6: Marginal effects of log Unemployment on change in vote share for different party types in and out of
government

(a) Populists (in government)

(b) Successors (in government)

(c) Liberals (out of government)

Figure 7: Marginal effects of GDP growth on change in vote share for different party types in and out of government
Populists gain from unemployment, especially when out of government. This is consistent with their
criticism of the incumbent parties for their lack of responsiveness to and representation of “the forgotten
people:” populist parties are thus capitalizing on worsening economic conditions. In government, the
marginal effect is only significant in the mid-range of the unemployment rate. δ(vote) changes from -7%
(for an unemployment rate of 0) to just above 0 (at the high end of unemployment).
The votes share of successors in government decreases with log unemployment: from 1.5% to almost
-18%. When they are in the opposition, however, their change in vote share increases with log unemployment: from -7 % to 0. This matches our intuitions about the promise that a successor communist
government carries. Voters expect that regardless of other indicators of performance, when successors
are in office the least they can do is lower unemployment. When they fail to do so, their vote share decreases. We interpret the right hand side panel with more caution, but it too corresponds to intuition:
when successors are in the opposition, voter regret for not electing them into office compounds and they
become more eager to have them lead the next government. It is fascinating that more than a decade after
the fall of communism, regardless of reformed status, communist successors are still identified with the
prospect of reducing unemployment.
When it comes to the effect of GDP, populists in government stand to gain significantly from higher
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growth. On the low end of the scale (at 0 growth), they are 10 percentage points lower than other parties
in their vote change. At the highest point of the scale, they will have caught up to other parties. Successors
in government also start out losing in response to low growth, but as growth becomes higher, they stand
to lose even more and significantly so. This is, at first blush, a puzzling finding. Yet economic growth
in post-communist Europe produced considerable wealth inequality, and left behind large swaths of
the population who need a social safety net that the successors are failing to provide (because they are
not really socialist parties, having transformed into much more centrist, pro-reform parties.) Yet, this
negative marginal effect is not substantively large (the drop is 5 percentage points, even as log GDP
changes from 0 to 10).
In the case of liberals outside of government, we see the same trend as in the case of successors, but
the change in vote share is substantively smaller and barely marginally significant. At the same time,
if liberals were in government their support would be completely non-responsive to changes in growth
(See figure 9 in the appendix). This suggests that voters punish liberals for not being in government
when growth is high, but do not reward them when that growth is their responsibility.

6.5

Summary

Our findings from this section are summarized in Table 3 below. The electoral popularity of populists
and successors responds differently to programmatic clarity. Programmatic ambiguity hurts populist
efforts to gain votes, whether in government or out, but helps successors when they are in government.
Consistency from one term to the next has the opposite effect: it does not help populists gain votes when
they are out of government, but it hurts successors in government.
The effects for the two types of parties are also in the opposite directions when it comes to economic
performance. Growing unemployment helps populists when they are out of government, while hurting
successors when they are in government. While this may seem intuitive (populists chastise governments
for poor performance from opposition benches and score votes, while successors who are in government while employment opportunities dwindle become less popular), the effects of economic growth
are more puzzling: while high growth helps populist incumbents, it hurts successor incumbents. Possibly it does so because this growth is associated with rising inequality to which successors did not respond
with credible social safety net: their “center-left” designation belies their role in the elite consensus on
the necessity of liberal economic reform. It is only in the case of GDP growth that the marginal effects
for (non-incumbent) liberals become significant. Growth hurts liberals out of government, presumably,
because voters understand that they do not need liberal governments in order to be wealthy.
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Ambiguity
Consistency
Unemployment
Growth

Populists
- (g,o)
- (o)
+ (o)
+ (g)

Successors
+ (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)

Liberals
.
.
.
- (o)

Table 3: Summary of marginal effects on vote share for three types of parties
Note: the “+” sign represents a positive marginal effect; “-” represents a negative effect; “.” represents an insignificant effect; “g” represents the effect for parties in government; “o” represents the effect for parties out of government

7

Conclusion

Populist parties in populist countries appear so robust because voters punish different parties for distinct
reasons. Like other parties, populists have to contend with the anti-incumbent tendencies of the electorate: post-communist voters punish all governing parties. Yet the at the same time, both the grounds
for this punishment, and the magnitude of these effects, varies enormously across parties.
Populist incumbents do indeed lose votes, whether in or out of government, although at lower rates
than other parties. That populists are subject to the same relentless logic of anti-incumbent bias brings
into stark relief that our fixation on prominent and successful populist parties, such as Fidesz in Hungary
(elected into office in 2010 and re-elected in 2014 and in 2018) has blinded us to a broader electoral logic
of punishing populist incumbents.
Populists can ameliorate electoral punishment with clear programmatic commitments and decent economic performance. Our analysis indicates that if anything, populist parties are actually punished for
exactly the faults we would want voters to punish parties in government: ambiguous programs on the
one hand and economic downturn on the other. In government, they are punished for ambiguity and rewarded for growth. In opposition, they get into office on the strength of the incumbents’ poor economic
performance and their own critique of the incumbents, even if it is inconsistent over time.
Communist successors, on the other hand, are punished by voters very differently. While populists are
punished for ambiguity and economic downturns, successors are rewarded for these same characteristics.
The direction of the effects is almost opposite. Communist successors are also punished for clarity and
for economic growth, which is particularly surprising and perhaps helps explain their eventual demise.
And hardly any of these factors explain the changes in voter support for liberal parties: their tragedy is
that voters punish liberals if growth is high and they are in the opposition–and that voters do not reward
liberals if growth is high and they govern.
Why are populist parties different? First, populist parties tend to offer a credible and compelling
criticism of past government policies. Voters hold them accountable for holding fast to these commitments. They further reward the party’s critique when the populists are in the opposition and economic
conditions are poor: charges of indifferent elites and lack of responsiveness are more credible during
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economic downturns. These parties gain power on the basis of criticism, a critique made credible by the
mainstream parties’ seeming indifference.
Second, populist parties do not necessarily articulate policy alternatives beyond ethno-nationalism
and skepticism regarding domestic and international institutions. Voters find the appeals to nationalism
and tradition attractive–but these do not predict policy. The Polish PiS, for example, offered a “good
change” as its 2015 electoral slogan: and once in office, its one clear policy innovation has been a child
benefit. Beyond that, the party’s rule remains controversial, as it appears to erode the formal institutions
of liberal democracy without a justification beyond its disdain for past political practice. There may
simply be less reason to be disappointed with these parties.
As a final note, the electoral punishment of populists by voters may be both a symptom and a cause
of the anti-democratic leanings of many populist parties. Liberal parties are committed to democracy
ideologically: it is a clear part of their party brand. Communist successor parties committed to democracy to survive: they were destined for marginalization otherwise. Populist parties, however, emerging
as late as they did, and as anti-establishment parties, have less need for bolstering the formal institutions of democracy. These parties tend to dismiss the “elite establishment” of government as corrupt
and hostile to the interests of the nation–and once the populists themselves become the elite establishment, voters take them seriously and punish them accordingly. But the electoral penalties imposed on
the populists also help to explain why once elected, populists become even more skeptical of future elections. Absent other commitments to democracy, populists try to lock in their incumbency through the
takeover of courts and electoral commissions, gerrymandering and changes in electoral laws, and even
new constitutional guarantees of their future participation in government.
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A

Appendix

This appendix provides and explanation and justification for our use of hierarchical modeling and develops a multistage specification of the models used in thie paper. Further, it presents tables with complete
estimations accompanying the figures in the text. It concludes with a table of descriptive statistics.

A.1

Hierarchical Modeling

Hierarchical or Multilevel regression is a compromise between assuming all parties are independent
from each other and assuming that all variation across parties can be explained by their country. A
multilevel approach structures variation in the dependent variable according to party-level and countrylevel characteristics. Specifically, I will estimate the model above with a series of country-level coefficients
(βj ) that share an underlying distribution with a global mean (µβj ) and standard deviation (σβj ).20 This
equation is the best way of modeling the outcome of interest given the data available.
Raudenbusch and Brick (2002) describe Hierarchical Linear Modeling as one of the most flexible
statistical frameworks in that it accommodates both time variant and invariant independent variables
as well as permits data to have a nested structure. They point out that, theoretically, there is nothing
inconsistent in allowing an intercept to be affected in the same way over time by one feature but in ways
varying over time by other features. In political science, HLM models have been presented as random
effects models and are perceived as inferior to the more conservative, fixed effects models. But using
a fixed effect model here would require employing the time-variant measures of party type, which is
substantively not justified. The HLM model (using GDP and incumbency as explanatory variables) can
be written as:
• Level 1

deltavoteijt = γ0j + γ1jt Incijt + eij + rt

• Level 2
γ0j = β00 + u0j
γ1jt = β10 + β11 GDPjt + u1j
• Mixed Model
20 Assuming that all parties are independent of one another would require estimating a fully pooled model with one global intercept.

Assuming
total dependency on country characteristics would mean a traditional fixed-effects approach that would estimate one intercept per country (minus
a base category). The advantage of the multilevel model is that when there is very little observed variation at the country-level, the coefficient
can be estimated to be close to the mean, µβj .
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Fixed effects parameters
Consistency
Populist

All types
-0.298
(1.114)

Populist * Consistency
Populist Incumbent

Populists
0.401
(1.399)
3.450
(1.257)
-2.573
(2.324)

Populist incumbent * Consistency
Successor

Pops in govt
-0.364
(1.120)

-4.109
(3.408)
-2.363
(5.818)

Successor * Consistency
Successor Incumbent

Successors
-0.0972
(1.175)

Succs in govt.
-0.265
(1.111)

-1.157
(2.228)
-3.804
(3.547)

-1.451
(0.910)

-4.767
(3.330)
-4.884
(5.389)
-1.277
(0.845)

4.97e-12
(1.51e-08 )

1.79e-07
(2.21e-06 )

1.76e-13
(3.36e-10)
71.33416
( 6.580836 )
235

7.80e-06
(.)
69.12346
(6.376856)
235

Successor Incumbent *Consistency
Constant
Random effects parameters
country:
var of means
year:
var of means
var (residual)
N

-2.146∗
(0.871)

-2.629∗∗
(0.972)

1.95e-11
( 2.50e-10 )

1.59e-08
(.0000221 )

-63.09e
(1.09e-09 )
72.75164
(6.711569 )
235

1.21e-09
(1021.7)
71.70737
( 6.615233)
235

-1.289
(0.857)

1.21e-09
(1.24e-06 )
70.57071
(6.510372)
235

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 4: Effects of consistency for Populists and Successors in and out of government

deltavoteijt = (β00 + u0j ) + (β10 + β11 GDPit + u1j ) ∗ Incijt + eij + rt
= β00 + β10 Incijt + β11 GDPit ∗ Incijt + u1j ∗ Incijt + ϵij + ut

The syntax for this model becomes mixed deltavote i.govpop##c.gdpgrowth||country : ||year :
In additional models, instead of plain “incumbent” we use interactions of “incumbent” and “party
type”, along with constitutive terms. the stata
The first of the tables (Table 4) shows results for mixed model regressions predicting voteshare on
consistency for all types of parties without accounting for party type (column 1) and next after accounting for party type (populist or successor) and incumbency status for both types of parties. The next table
(Table 5) provides the effects of consistency on change in the vote share of liberal, first when these types
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Fixed effects parameters
Liberal
Consistency
Liberal * consistency
Liberal incumbent

liberal vs. others

liberals in govt vs. others

-1.515
(2.020)
-0.694
(1.212)

-0.372
(1.137)

2.474
(3.139)

-1.467
(0.955)

-1.711
(3.282)
-0.000775
(5.915)
-1.584
(0.872)

1.56e-13
( 2.00e-12 )

-8.384
(358.6)

2.05e-13
(3.85e-10 )
72.54284
(6.692307 )
235

-10.50
(571.7)
72.52482
( 6.690648 )
235

Liberal incumbent * consistency
Constant
Random effects parameters
country:
var of means
year:
var of means
var ( residual)
N
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 5: Effects of consistency for Liberals in and out of government
of parties are in government and next, when these types of parties are in the opposition.
Table 6 provides the effects of Left-Right ambiguity on change in the vote share of liberal, successor
and populist incumbents (even columns). Odd numbered columns show the effect of this ambiguity
indicators on the change in vote share, when these types of parties are in the opposition. Table 7 provides the effects of GALTAN ambiguity on change in the vote share of liberal, successor and populist
incumbents (even columns). Odd numbered columns show the effect of this ambiguity indicators on
the change in vote share, when these types of parties are in the opposition. The figure 8 visualizes the
marginal effects of GALTAN ambiguity for populists.
Table 8 provides the effects of log Unemployment on change in the vote share of liberal, successor
and populist incumbents (even columns). Odd numbered columns show the effect of this economic
indicators on the change in vote share, when these types of parties are in the opposition.
The next table (Table 9) provides the effects of log GDP on change in the vote share of liberal, successor
and populist incumbents (even columns). Odd numbered columns show the effect of this economic
indicators on the change in vote share, when these types of parties are in the opposition.
Table 10 provides summary statistics for all dependent and independent variable used. Table 11 provides data on how many parties of a given type (liberal, reformer, successor, or populist) are there in
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Fixed effects parameters
Populist
Ambiguity
Populist * ambiguity
Populist incumbent

Populists

Pops in govt

Successors

Succs in govt

Liberals

Libs in govt

7.227∗∗
(2.558)
1.284
(1.177)

-0.146
(0.870)

-0.721
(0.921)

-0.754
(0.851)

-0.761
(0.927)

-0.600
(0.875)

-4.429∗
(1.758)

Populist Incumbent *ambiguity
Successor

1.512
(6.144)
-3.986
(4.331)

Successor * ambiguity
Successor Incumbent

-4.274
(3.401)
2.320
(2.487)

Successor incumbent * ambiguity
Liberal

-18.69∗
(7.933)
11.85
(6.913)

Liberal * ambiguity
Liberal incumbent

-2.731
(3.119)
1.303
(2.625)

-4.161∗∗
(1.466)

-1.950
(1.163)

-1.306
(1.233)

-1.147
(1.151)

-1.121
(1.295)

-1.908
(4.850)
-1.585
(4.382)
-1.337
(1.193)

2.64e-11
(3.02e-10 )

1.59e-07
(2.10e-06 )

2.88e-08
(3.64e-07)

6.68e-08
(9.68e-07 )

2.21e-08
(2.58e-07 )

1.39e-07
(.0001591 )

8.55e-11
(1.01e-07 )
54.78935
(4.466098 )
301

1.18e-09
(1.14e-06 )
55.19556
(4.499207 )
301

2.62e-10
(2.86e-07 )
55.88317
(4.555257)
301

7.28e-13
(1.01e-09 )
54.21125
(4.418971 )
301

2.40e-10
(2.63e-07 )
55.9181
(4.558105 )
301

2.57e-10
(2.82e-07)
55.26964
(4.505245 )
301

Liberal incumbent *ambiguity
Constant
Random effects parameters
country:
var of means
year:
var of means
var (residual)
N
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 6: Effects of L-R ambiguity for change in vote share of Liberals, Successors and Populists in and out of government
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Populists
Fixed effects parameters
Populist
Ambiguity
Populist incumbent* ambiguity
Populist incumbent

11.23∗
(4.446)
1.410
(1.220)
(.)
-6.458∗
(2.814)

Populist incumbent * ambiguity
Successor

Pops in govt

Successors

Succs in govt

Liberals

Libs in govt

0.702
(1.114)

-0.911
(1.185)

-0.853
(1.119)

0.161
(1.237)

0.224
(1.155)

17.03
(10.20)
(.)
-12.92∗
(6.173)

Successor*ambiguity
Successor incumbent

-12.84∗
(5.045)
7.499∗
(3.190)

Successor incumbent *ambiguity
Liberal

-23.76∗∗∗
(7.152)
(.)
13.23∗∗
(4.983)

Liberal * ambiguity
Liberal incumbent

-1.290
(4.484)
(.)
0.0693
(2.797)

-4.873∗
(1.968)

-3.195
(1.782)

-0.759
(1.903)

-0.735
(1.805)

-2.325
(1.982)

0.991
(6.044)
(.)
-3.030
(3.988)
-2.423
(1.860)

1.19e-10
(1.86e-09 )

2.10e-08
(2.48e-07 )

6.67e-10
(8.77e-09)

1.68e-10
( 2.14e-09 )

6.87e-08
( 1.07e-06 )

3.63e-06
(.0000525 )

1.54e-09
(1.44e-06 )
55.55873
(4.559206 )
297

2.30e-10
(2.54e-07 )
55.08648
(4.520452 )
297

1.55e-06
(.)
55.59773
(4.562405 )
297

6.36e-14
(1.14e-10 )
54.06367
( 4.436518 )
297

4.55e-10
(4.75e-07 )
56.59197
(4.643994 )
297

2.55e-09
(2.32e-06 )
55.83051
(0.4.581507 )
297

Liberal Incumbent*ambiguity
Constant
Random effects parameters
country:
var of means
year:
var of means
var (residual)
N
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 7: Effects of GALTAN ambiguity for change in vote share of Liberals, Successors and Populists in and out of
government
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Figure 8: Marginal effects of GALTAN Ambiguity on change in vote share for populists and non-populists
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Fixed effects parameters
Populist
log(unemployment)
Populist*log(unempl)
Populist Incumbent

Populists

Pops in govt

Successors

Succs in govt

Liberals

Libs in govt

-9.078
(6.031)
-0.732
(1.327)
4.345
(2.580)

0.305
(1.179)

0.00376
(1.218)

0.531
(1.152)

0.408
(1.302)

0.623
(1.209)

Populist Incumbent*log(unempl)
Successor

-7.339
(9.650)
0.980
(4.137)

Successor * log(unempl)
Successor Incumbent

-8.329
(8.037)
(.)
2.880
(3.488)

Successor incumbent
Successor incumbent*log(unempl)
Liberal

0
(.)
13.42
(11.85)
-9.091
(5.376)

Liberal*log(unempl)
Liberal incumbent

-1.765
(6.518)
(.)
0.348
(2.744)

-1.043
(3.107)

-2.830
(2.758)

-2.259
(2.857)

-3.369
(2.704)

-3.206
(3.027)

-2.496
(9.061)
-0.242
(3.702)
-3.667
(2.815)

7.75e-09
(8.91e-08 )

4.11e-10
()7.00e-07)

1.77e-11
(2.35e-10 )

2.38e-07
(3.05e-06 )

1.51e-10
(1.73e-09 )

2.79e-10
( 5.87e-07 )

3.54e-09
(3.05e-06 )
64.50799
(5.181413 )
310

9.41e-12
(2.19e-08 )
63.5437
5.103953
310

1.28e-11
(.)
64.75538
(5.20128 )
310

6.10e-10
( 6.21e-07 )
62.61832
(5.029625 )
310

2.42e-10
(2.62e-07 )
65.09951
(5.228924 )
310

3.80e-12
(1.49e-11 )
64.5408
(5.184077 )
310

Liberal incumbent*log(unempl)
Constant
Random effects parameters
country:
var of means
year:
var of means
var (residual)
N
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 8: Effects of Unemployment for change in vote share of Liberals, Successors and Populists in and out of government
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Fixed effects parameters
Populist
growth
Populist*growth
Populist incumbent

Populists

Pops in govt

Successors

Succs in govt

Liberals

Libs in govt

-0.114
(1.692)
-0.0449
(0.168)
0.269
(0.344)

-0.0491
(0.151)

0.0570
(0.157)

0.0143
(0.148)

0.153
(0.173)

0.0215
(0.157)

Populist incumbent*growth
Successor

-8.317∗∗
(2.718)
0.786
(0.507)

Successor * growth
Successor incumbent

-0.613
(2.271)
-0.290
(0.442)

Successor incumbent *growth

-5.042
(3.229)
-0.375
(0.726)

Liberal
Liberal*growth
Liberal incumbent

(.)
1.021
(1.678)
-0.489
(0.325)

-2.550∗∗
(0.861)

-1.933∗
(0.761)

-2.475∗∗
(0.789)

-2.198∗∗
(0.751)

-2.883∗∗∗
(0.862)

-2.635
(2.318)
-0.0980
(0.437)
-2.323∗∗
(0.787)

2.77e-11
(4.12e-10 )

3.60e-10
(6.58e-07 )

2.93e-11
(3.44e-10 )

3.76e-09
(4.56e-08)

1.42e-10
(1.70e-09)

3.77e-13
(4.84e-12)

4.38e-10
(4.52e-07 )
64.99429
(5.220471)
310

4.32e-11
(5.30e-08 )
63.08476
(5.06709 )
310

1.96e-12
(8.35e-12)
64.82408
(5.206831 )
310

4.10e-11
(4.65e-08)
63.14395
(5.071846 )
310

1.57e-11
(.)
64.66644
(5.194138 )
310

5.12e-13
(7.38e-10 )
64.58738
(5.187786 )
310

Liberal incumbent * growth
Constant
Random effects parameters
country:
var of means
year:
var of means
var (residual)
N
Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 9: Effects of Growth for change in vote share of Liberals, Successors and Populists in and out of government
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Figure 9: Marginal effects of log GDP on change in vote share for liberals out of government versus others
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Table 10: Summary statistics for all dependent and independent variables

deltavote
ambiguity (left-right)
ambiguity(GALTAN)
unemployment
GDP growth
government
consistency
liberal
populist
successor

Mean

SD

Min

Max

N

-2.49
1.26
1.51
9.36
3.66
0.92
0.56
0.25
0.25
0.12

8.09
0.55
0.41
4.42
3.24
0.27
0.50
0.43
0.43
0.32

-43.2
0
0
2
-15
0
0
0
0
0

18.9
4
3
20
12
1
2
1
1
1

310
428
427
569
569
422
238
422
422
422

Table 11: Party Types across 5 CHES surveys
Type
Populist
Successor
Liberals
Other

Other
25
14
33
32

Center
50
33
57
105

Centleft
1
2
14
16

Centright
30
0
0
14

Extleft
0
0
0
1

Extright
0
0
0
2

Total
106
49
104
170

every year of the CHES survey after breaking down those parties by positionality.
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